20 March 1943

My dear Henry,

Your letter of Thursday morning must have crossed the one in which I thank you for the lantern-slide. I think this will show 

I am exceedingly glad to hear that you can make me a visit at the week ending the 27th March, immediately before the selection for April matings and before the Genetical Society's meeting on the first. I think you will be interested to see some of the Yellow types of mice which should come up in the early matings of a scheme I have in hand for preparing comparable specimens in the Agouti series. You may also like to see Grüneberg's book on the House and compare the statements he makes there with the actual material.

It's quite exciting what you say about Cambridge; I was sure that Taylor and Race would be as helpful as possible, though I think Taylor was at one stage rather doubtful as to the use of what he was doing. What you say now is really most encouraging.

What a tragic affair you tell me about your friend Craven. I hope you will not be upset by so harrowing a time.

Yours sincerely,